
 

 

28 Occasions of Experience (7+6+5+4+3+2+1) 

The “occasion of experience” here referred to is the interval class, IC1. 

For performers; Strict adherence to tempo is essential. A useful way into this piece might be to 

improvise using the fixed fields (sets) copied below. In the score; ppp = as quiet as possible, fff = as 

loud as possible without accents. 

This piece experiments with notions of musical symmetry; fields (modes/sets) derived from linear 

intervallic patterns (LIP’s) with equivalent expansion and contraction from the intervallic centre of the 

medium (sound source). This particular sonic scenario is informed by (a) the ambiguity of dimension 

with regard to pitch perception & octave equivalence, and (b) hyperuniformity; in that the traditional 

view of sound/harmony (vibrating particles) is merely one of many imagined/potential interactions. 

The composed and/or temporal elements are structurally improvised following prolonged 

engagement with (and from an encultured understanding of) folk/natural sounds - listening to bird 

song by a fast flowing stream. 

After writing this piece I dreamt I was playing a “Penrose stairs” version of mahjong (or similar tile 

based game) with Keith Richards. 

APPROXIMATE INTERVALLIC RANGE OF QUARTET: C2 – A7 (chromatic midpoint lies between Bb4+ & B4-)  

PRIME SET (P) - Equivalent expanding/contracting scale of fixed pitches within range: 

F#2 (+7) C#3 (+6) G3 (+5) C4 (+4) E4 (+3) G4 (+2) A4 (+1) Bb4 | B4 (+1) C5 (+2) D5 (+3) F5 (+4) A5 (+5) D6 (+6) G#6 (+7) Eb7 

SET INVERSION (Pi): 

F#2 (+1) G2 (+2) A2 (+3) C3 (+4) E3 (+5) A3 (+6) Eb4 (+7) Bb4 | B4 (+7) F#5 (+6) C6 (+5) F6 (+4) A6 (+3) C7 (+2)D7 (+1) Eb7 

COMBINATORY SET (P + Pi): (28 pitches) 

F#2, G2, A2 | C3, C#3, E3, G3, A3 | C4, Eb4, E4, G4, A4, Bb4, B4 | C5, D5, F5, F#5, A5 | C6, D6, F6, G#6, A6 | C7, D7, Eb7 

 



 

 

 

(P) Tone row (single entry with Octave equivalence): 

F#, C#, G, C, E, A, Bb | B, D, F, G#, Eb  

Prime subsets (PS) F#2 < +14 G#3 +14 > Bb4  |  B4 < 14 - C#6 - 14 > Eb7 

PS(a):  Eb5 (+4) G5 (+3) Bb5 (+2) C6 (+1) C#6 (+1) D6 (+2) E6 (+3) G6 (+4) B6  

PS(b):  F2 (+5) Bb2 (+4) D3 (+3) F3 (+2) G3 (+1) G#3 (+1) A3 (+2) B3 (+3) D4 (+4) F#4 (+5) B4 (=6) F5 

COMBINATORY SUBSET (PSa+PSb):  

F2 (+5) Bb2 (+4) D3 (+3) F3 (+2) G3 (+1) G#3 (+1) A3 (+2) B3 (+3) D4 (+4) F#4 (+5) B4  

Eb5 (+4) G5 (+3) Bb5 (+2) C6 (+1) C#6 (+1) D6 (+2) E6 (+3) G6 (+4) B6  

Temporal structure (Rehearsal Marks A-J): 

 

(A - B)  PRIME SET (P) 

(B - C)  Exploratory/referential section, utilising octave equivalence; Prime Set (P) as a tone row. 

(C - D)  Introduction of SET INVERSION (Pi): 

(D - E)  Abridged exploratory/referential section, utilising all material thus far covered 

(E - F)  COMBINATORY SET (P+Pi):  

(F - G) COMBINATORY SET (P+Pi): with temporal material 

(G -H) COMBINATORY SET (P+Pi): with alternative temporal material 

(H - I)  Prime subsets (a + b) 

(I  - J)   Abridged exploratory/referential section, utilising all material thus far covered 

(J - end) Prime Set (P)  

 


